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ABSTRACT
The kind of legal relationship where any person tells another person to share his workload by
performing transactions as a representative of him is termed as contract of agency.The person
who appoints any third person to take charge of his transactions is termed as principal whereas
the person who takes care of transactions is termed as agent.The different types of contract of
agency include contracts of Indemnity, minor,bailment ,A landmark case in this context was
Harshad Shah vs lic1 case .This case raised questions on State Bank Of India’s liability under
doctrine of apparent authority.This case also raised a question that whether the payment of
premium to any common agent of a bank can be considered as payment to the main incharge
thereby declaring that all the other liabilities ended.Through this research paper lets critically
analyse this case by analysing the issues all the facts and issues and judgements pertaining to
the rights of general agent’s of lic.
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INTRODUCTION- Any contract wherein the individual may ask any other person to
share his workload by acting as his representative is termed as contract of agency.The
person who appoints the other person is known as the principal and the person appointed

on behalf of the principal is known as the agent.Essentials of a contract of agency constitute a competent principal ,that is the principal should be of sound mind and should
be of the majority age in order to appoint an agent to perform tasks on his behalf .The
competency of agent and a consideration between the principal and agent need not be

regarded as an essential as the agent receives payment as a commission for the services
provided by him.The creation of contract of agency may be express as in the creation of
contract can be done formally via a proper contract, this contract can be done in oral as

well as written form.The contract of agency can also be created in an implied manner in
which the principal can appoint the agent indirectly, the creation of implied contracts of
agency can be done via relationships.The apparent authority refers to the power which
any person gets to act on someone’s behalf. In contracts of agency the apparent authority

rests with the agent as he has the power to act on behalf of the principal.In such cases
the responsibility is to be taken by the principal for acts his agent does within the scope
of apparent authority.If the principal has placed certain restrictions on the actions of the

agent and the restrictions are not known to the agent then agent will still have the apparent authority to perform those activities.The case of Harshad Shah vs Lic2 was one of
the landmark cases that raised a question on this apparent authority of agents.This question raised questions like payment of money to any lic agent can be called a discharge

of all the debts .This case also raised a question on SBI’s liability under doctrine of
apparent authority.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

ARTICLES
1) Eric Rasmusen,Agency law and contract formation 3
• Firstly the author speaks about the basics of contract of agency by explaining why it

is important to delegate duties to agents as it will be easy for principal to manage work
in a more efficient manner
• Secondly the author in this article talks about ‘the issues which arise when any agent

makes decision on behalf of the principal, and should a principal be responsible for
the acts of his agents.
2) Bernard Joseph Rubenstein,Apparent Authority:An examination of a legal
problem4
• This article firstly speaks describes what is a apparent authority and who holds the
power of apparent authority in a contract of agency and what are his functions
• Secondly this article describes the issues that crop up when the agent fails to discharge
his duty in an efficient manner.He describes the apparent authority as the most difficult
part in study of law as it is a challenging task to come to the conclusion if the the
principal should be held responsible for the doings of the agent appointed by him.

3) J. A. Hornby,The Usual Authority of an agent5
• Firstly This article Speaks About who is an agent how and why they are appointed and

3

Eric Rasmusen, Agency and Contract formation, published by Oxford university press,vol 6,pp.369-409,available at
https://www.jstor.org/stable/42705458
4
Bernard Joseph Rubenstein,Apparent Authority:An examination of a legal problem, published by American bar Association,vol 44,no 9,pp 849-852,available at https://www.jstor.org/stable/25720507
5
J.A Hornby,The Usual Authority of an agent, published by Cambridge university press,vol 19,Issue 2,pp 239-248,available
at https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/cambridge-law-journal/article/abs/usual-authority-of-anagent/2ECB081F795F7E8AD1D9A3928928FD44
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what are the duties expected by them

• Secondly This article describes the situations where the principal is anonymous ,or we
can say he appoints the agent without disclosing his identify, so this article helps us
to know what will be the authority of agents in such circumstances

4) Erich C. Stern,A Problem in the Law of Agency 6
• This article firstly explains its readers the basics of a contract of agency by explaining

who is a principal and why does he appoint an agent to perform the work on his behalf
• Secondly this article also explains the importance of why should a principal be held
liable which his agents commits during the course of employment

5) Michael Conant, Objective Theory of Agency: Apparent Authority and the Estoppel of Apparent Ownership7
• This article speaks about the responsibility of principal for the doings of the agents
appointed by him.Further this article explains the power and responsibilities of the
principal and the agent
• Secondly this article speaks about the importance of authority and estoppel to understand the circumstance and the need to hold the principal responsible for the doings

of his agent

6

Erich C. Stern,A Problem in the Law of Agency,v,publised by Marquette Law School,volume 4,issue 1,availabe at
https://scholarship.law.marquette.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=4756&context=mulr
7
Michael Conant, Objective Theory of Agency: Apparent Authority and the Estoppel of Apparent Ownership,published by
Singapore law journals,Volume 47,Issue4,availabe at https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?arti-

cle=2532&context=nlr
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CASE LAWS
A. JUDICIAL PRECEDENTS
1 State of UP v Murari Lal 8
Facts-The company bros ltd owned a cold storage.They filed a complaint against the state
government of up for failing to delivering the potatoes post reserving a cold storage for
the same .The company claimed rental damages for the losses caused to them.
Issues-The issues raised were whether the agents appointed by the government be allowed

to enter into transactions on their behalf
JUDGEMENT-The court held that the agent appointed by the principal can’t enforce
any decisions on their own without the proper consultation of the principal.In simple word
if we say the court ordered that agent can’t enforce any decision in without informing the
principal and if they so the principal will be liable for all the acts their agent commits as
they are not bound by any contractual liabilities.
2.Gopaldas v Thakurdas 9

FACTS- In the above case the agent was the firm for commission for agents which had
purchased certain goods to be bought by the principle.The principal did pay for those
goods but at many times the agent had to spend money from his pocket.Therefore to recover the money spent from his pocket the agent sold the goods of principal.He sold the
goods of principal under the right bestowed upon the agent to recover his money by selling
goods under his possession
ISSUES-What is the authority conferred by the lien towards their agents

Judgement-The court held that the lien dosen’t grant agent any unrestricted authority to
agents misuse their right, the only right conferred to them is regarding retaining of any
property till the principal discharges all the payment.

8
9

State of UP vs Murari Lal & Bros Ltd AIR 1971 SC 2210
Gopaldas v Thakurdas AIR 1957 MB 20
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3) Sushiladevi v State of bihar 10
Facts-Sushiladevi wife of constable hare ram shah w as refused the insurance amount
post her husbands demise by the insurer on the grounds that the policy expired long time
ago.

ISSUES-Should a particular insurance company be held liable for the acts of their agents
during the agents course of employment.
JUDGEMENT-It was held that the insurance company is expected to pay for the acts
which their agents commits during the course of employment

4) Loon karan sohan lal v John&Co 11
FACTS-The plaintiff entered into a contract with the company named John and co for

the sale and purchase of goods, another company named Sethiya and Co were acting as
agents on behalf of the agents
Issues-The main issue arose was post the plaintiffs claiming that the Sethiya and co would
be held liable for the delivery of goods on time and will also be liable for any refund to
be iniated.
JUDGEMENT-It was held that the Sethiya and co were merely the agents of the company and that the contract existed between the plaintiff and the company John and co and

therefore Sethiya and co could not be held liable for any damages or delay in delivery of
any goods or services.

10
11
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5) PannalalJankidas v Mohanlal 12
Facts-The plaintiffs who were the agents of defendants had stored goods in government
godowns for delivering them to the defendants.The godown caught fire and all the goods
were destroyed.The plaintiffs received 50.percent of the compensation.They de

manded the rest 50 percent from the defendants but the defendants refused to pay the
amount claiming the failure of plaintiffs to protect the goods
ISSUES-What kind of damages are plaintiffs expected to pay to the defendants if they
fail to protect the goods which were supposed to be supplied to the defendant
Judgement-The supreme court gave the verdict that the party causing the. breach must
be held liable to pay for any negative consequence taking placing due to breach and not
merely with respect to any particular loss or damage

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF JUDICIAL PRECEDENTS-In all the above judicial
precedents discussed above we see that all of them involve the government and government bodies.We also see that above cases highlight the inability of the government authorities in instructing their agents about the work allotted to them and thereby not taking
the responsibility of the same.All the above cases also point out the fact the miscommunication regarding the compensation as to who will be held responsible for providing the

compensation and how much compensation is to be payed.This can harm the society at
large as a large proportion of population is dependent on government agents for their work
12

PannalalJankidas v Mohanlal AIR 1951 SC 144
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and if the government agents only fail to perform their part of duty then people will start

loosing their trust and further this will lead to people specially th senior citizens facing
problems.

RECENT CASE LAWS
M/S Naresh Kumar & Co. Pvt.Ltd vs Commissioner, Central Excise13
Facts-There was an agreement for the storage of goods and delivery of the same for the

defendants
ISSUES-Since the plaintiffs acted as agents on behalf of the company and payed for all
the service and transportation charges.there was big question as to whether they should
be reimbursed or not and who would reimburse them
JUDGEMENT-It was declared that the agents acting on behalf of the company’s should
be reimbursed by the company itself.

2)HOWRAH COMMISSIONERATE VS HINDUSTAN GLASS AND INDUSTRIES LTD 14
Facts-The hindustan glass and industries ltd deals with the selling and buying of glass
and glass products.
13
14

M/S Naresh Kumar & Co. Pvt.Ltd vs Commissioner, Central Excise,AIR 2014,CESTAT 57310
Howrah Commisionerate VS Hindustan Glass And Industries Ltd AIR 2019,CESTAT 77576
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ISSUES-The issues arose on which agents should be payed credit should the Howrah

commission office get on payment of commission of their agents outside India
JUDGEMENT-It was held that only some agents who actively participate in the marketing activities of any good or service should be payed a good portion of credit and not
every agent.
3)SRI GYANENDRA KUMAR VS LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION15
FACTS-Sri Gyanendra kumar filed an appeal in the Cpio seeking the complaint copy by

the senior divisional manger asking his reason for suspension as a life insurance corporation agent .
ISSUES-What were the grounds on which any agent should be suspended.
JUDGEMENT- It was held that no agent could be suspended without proper complaint
report and that if he is to be suspended a proper complaint report is to be provided to
him.

4) GURPREET SINGH VS ALPHA TRAVEL HOUSE16
FACTS-Gurpreet Singh filed a complaint against alpha travel house for cancelling his
tickets last moment post completing all the payments.The company objected the same by
saying it was filed by one of their backlisted employees who already has done the same

with many people
ISSUES-Should a company be held responsible for acts of those employees who are
blacklisted or who have a poor track record
judgement-A company will be responsible for all the acts his agent or employer commits
within the course of employment.In simple words if we say unless and until the employee

15
16

Sri Gyanendra Kumar VS Life Insurance Corporation,AIR2020,SSC 497
Gurpreet Singh VS AlphaTravel House AIR 2019,SCDRC 69
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is not fired he/she is considered to be a part of the company and therefore the company

will be held responsible for all the doings of the employee.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF RECENT CASE LAWS
In recent case laws we see that there is one common problem that big companies are
unable to understand what will be the agents authority and how much authority is to be
bestowed with the agents so that more productivity and less misuse of powers is encouraged so that society docent face any issue.There is also one common issue seen in all the

cases is that problem related to blacklisted employees, the main problem arises when these
blacklisted employees commit any other fraud, the main issue pops up in the situation
where the question company owning up the responsibility of such employees comes.

COMPARITIVE CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE THE RECENT AND CURRENT CASE LAWS
When we compare the recent and current case laws we don’t see much difference except

the fact that these days not the government agents but the company agents misuse their
power to extract extra benefits and cheat people.And secondly compare to past there is
slight improvement in system of checks and punishments the agents missing their power

are punished quickly.

13
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
While critically examining the apparent authority we should firstly understand the basics
of contract of agency how and why does a principal appoint an agent on his behalf.The
main intention of this research paper is to analyse how can this ease of work done by the
principal by appointing an agent to ease his workload create questionable situations and
create tough situations for the principal himself

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
• To understand what is a contract of agency.
• To study who is a principal and who is a agent.
• To analyse what is a apparent authority and who holds this authority in a contract of
agency.

• To critically examine apparent authority and understand how it is a case of concern.
• To investigate can the payment of any lic agent can be termed as a discharge of debt

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• What is a contract of agency?
• Who holds the apparent authority in a contract of agency?

14
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• What were the facts and issues of the case which led the apparent authority being ques-

tioned?
• Why can’t the payment done to any agent of Lic can be termed as a discharge of debt?

RATIONALE OF STUDY
The prime objective of this reserch paper is to analyse why can’t the act of principal to
share his workload with the appointed agent has been in questioned.The main reason for

me doing this research paper is to find out how this appointment of apparent authority
can be harmful for a society as a whole and how the landmark case of Harshad shah raised
questions on this apparent authority

15
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS -In a contract of agency where the principal appoints the agent
to share his workload, the agent is supposed to hold the apparent authority, that is he is

supposed to work as a representative.But in many cases this apparent authority becomes
questionable as the agent may commit some serious crimes and the question arises is it
right to show so much trust in the agent and granting him with apparent authority mostly

without a proper agreement.The agent may misuse the authority bestowed to him by the
principal.Now in such cases a question may arise that should we hold the principle accountable for the acts of his agents as he is the one who has appointed the agent on his
behalf.This apparent authority of agents may also become harmful for a society as a whole

as people start losing faith in the administration.Lets take a example of any banking agents
who are appointed on behalf of the banks, they are appointed for ease of work by the
banks now a situation may arise where they might cheat the customers asking them more

interest for the investments done by them,or there might be other circumstance where the
customer may pay just half of the amount to the agent and as there are no proper system
of checks this malpractice might still be continued .So it is rightly said that unless and
until there is a proper system to keep a check on apparent author of agents the main power

should rest with the principal or else there will always be a question that should the agents
be bestowed with apparent authority ,and if yes what will be the guarantee that they won’t
misuse the authority granted to them to create problems for the society and if they do so

can the principles be held liable for the same.But when we compare these scenarios with
the latest time there is a vast difference especially during the pandemic times where everything has gone digital, proper digital signature snd proper verification of documents
taken place.Further simplifying we can say the onset of covid pandemic and shifting to
16
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the digital atmosphere is a step towards checks for all the acts any agent conducts for the

principal.

SUGGESTIONS
As a researcher I would like to suggest that
• This division of authority of principal and agent should be done with proper system of
vigilance
• Unless and until there is no proper system of checking and vigilance the principal should
be held liable for the act of agents
• Any transaction between the agents appointed on behalf of the banks and the customers

should be done with proper documentation so that their is apt evidence for the same and
later on their are no issues
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